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One Optometrist's Thoughts on Drivers Licence Vision
Testing

According to a recent proposal by the Ministry of Transport NZ Drivers may soon be
renewing their licences online. Convenient and undoubtedly a huge saving, but with the
important change that drivers would renew without vision tests. So what does an
optometrist think? 

This new proposal will still require ፐrst time licence holders, and those over the age of 75, to
take an eye test. This seems sensible to me. But for the years in between drivers would
make a declaration that they are not aware that their vision has deteriorated since their last
renewal, or any deterioration is being managed by wearing corrective or contact
lenses.  Read more.

 

1 in 7 People will get Macular Degeneration

Next week is Macular Degeneration Awareness Week. The week long campaign aims to
reach more of the 1.5 million New Zealanders at risk. Watch out for the eyecatching new
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signage, and above all make sure you and your family have regular eye checks.

 

Anne & Valentin - French Style in Warkworth
Any day now we will be receiving our new Anne et Valentin frames from France, and we can't
wait. As usual there are lots of lovely new styles with the ፐair and design which we associate
with this brand which originated in Toulose. Anne and Valentin are real people, who started
in optics in the eighties. They were trying to gain a deeper understanding of the people who
they were seeing, aiming to ፐt frames that matched each individual. Frustrated by lack of
eyewear they began designing their own. The frames are manufactured in Jura, France
where many essential steps remain handmade. Call in and see them on the shelf.

 

Healthy Contacts Daily

More Silicone Hydrogel (SiH) daily contacts are available.  Currently SiH is the most
breathable material contact elenses can be made with. We are using theses lenses everyday,
and there will be one suitable for most eyes. SiH lets more oxygen through to the eye
underneath - especially important for people wearing lenses for long hours. Surface
treatments on the lens enhance the comfort of the lens in the eye too. Ask us about your
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options if you haven't changed your lenses for a while.

 

Contact Us

 
41 Queen Street, Warkworth. Phone 09-425 9646
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